Shad Graha (6 Planets) Yoga from Sept 13, 2020 to Sept 13, 2021

From September 13th 10:45 am (IST) to September 15th 2:20 pm (IST), the following 6 planets were respectively in their own houses:

- Sun in Leo
- Moon in Cancer
- Mercury in Virgo
- Mars in Aries; this is rare
- Jupiter entered Sagittarius from Pisces after 12 years
- Saturn entered Capricorn from Aquarius after 30 years

Therefore, the six planets are sitting in their respective homes. It is a planetary alliance that first formed about six hundred years ago. It has just happened in our time. But how long will it be like this? On September 13th at 10:45 am exactly, the planets entered their own positions. From then on, these planets were sitting in their own zodiac until September 15th 2:20 p.m. This is called Shad Graha yoga. During the same time Mars is coming very close to Earth. The result is 3 more Kalasarpa doshas.

When the planet Mars (Kuja) comes close to the gravitational force of the earth fire accidents, earthquakes, wars, many long-term deaths, tragic deaths, and untimely deaths occur.

When the planet Mars (Kuja) moves from Aries to Pisces many water accidents, water hazards occur. As a result, floods, rivers overflow; villages and crops are damaged; cows, buffaloes, cattle deaths, homes are flooded and/or lost to flooding, loss of food or human habitation. The elderly also die due to illnesses such as diabetes and children suffer without nutrition and lose their life.

We transitioned into Pancha Graha Yoga means having five planet conjunction; and now we are in Chatur Graha Yoga, which is a four planet conjunction.

Looking at all this, what is the outlook until September 13, 2021?

Humans work very hard and entertainment is a source of enjoyment for us all. Example – movies. We will see huge losses and difficulties in the movie industry in addition to the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic which we are seeing right now.

What will be my financial situation?

This question is not wrong to ask. But how will the world economy be is the real question.

Covid-19 has caused severe economic hardship to many sectors. Even before people recovered from it today, the world economy is now being hit hard by these planetary positions. The living conditions of many rich people have also completely changed and they too have encountered the unexpected. Loss in businesses, loss of homes, and eventually mental instability. Assets are sold and situations become unbearable financially. The rich become poor, which means that many have to come down to a lower status level. There will continue to be loss of property where some are subjected to illegal scams and lose more of
their assets. From September 23, 2020, fraudulent business practices, counterfeit businesses and plundering businesses are going to betray businesses like never before in this world.

**What will happen in the political arena?**

Due to the influence of the Rahu and Ketu (north and south lunar nodes), some countries will have a strong desire to wage wars or threaten war. These consequences are very serious. Economic conditions for the world, individual countries and individuals will become worse.